Wavelet Neural Network Evaluation method WNNEM is proposed as a powerful tool for enhanced speech signal evaluation. This objective evaluation measure utilizes Feed forward back Propagation Neural Network FFBNN to train the free of noise signal, and then enhanced signal is simulated to the training output results taken for given target. The distance between simulation and the target, over different wavelet sub bands is studied. Four known speech enhancement method for studying the performance of WNNEM are utilized. The advantage of this method is the evaluation of different band passes of frequency based on wavelet transform by neural network, which is very powerful classification tool. Several objective measures are used to investigate the WNNEM compatibility. Results proved the validity of the proposed method.
Introduction:
The types of deformation introduced by speech enhancement algorithms can be broadly divided into two kinds: the distortions that change the speech signal itself (called speech distortion) and the distortions that change the background noise (called noise distortion). Of these two types of deformation, listeners seem to be influenced the most by the speech distortion when making judgments of overall quality [1] , [2] . the most accurate method for evaluating speech quality is through subjective listening tests. Although subjective evaluation of speech enhancement algorithms is often accurate and reliable (i.e., repeatable) provided it is performed under stringiest conditions (e.g., sizeable listener panel, inclusion of anchor conditions, etc. [4] - [7] ), it is costly and time consuming. For that reason, much effort has been placed on developing objective measures that would predict speech quality with high correlation. Many objective speech quality measures have been proposed in the past to predict the subjective quality of speech [4] . Most of these measures, however, were developed for the purpose of evaluating the distortions introduced by speech codecs and/or communication channels [7] - [12] .
Different methods have been proposed for speech enhancement systems evaluation. All of these methods are based on comparison of original signal with enhanced signal by relative ratio measure or distance measure. The most popular measure, which gives a measure of the signal power improvement related to the noise power is SNR [13] , and segmental SNR (segSNR) [14] . From spectral domain evaluation algorithm, we can mention Weighted Slope Spectral distance (WSS) [15] 
is the weight placed on Ith frequency band, K is the number of bands and M is the number of frames in the signal. 
where C C  and P C  are original signal cepstrum and enhanced signal cepstrum vectors, respectively. In literature, LPC-based objective measures have been utilized, such as log-likelihood ratio (LLR) [14] In [3] composite evaluation is proposed, which was obtained as a correlation between objective and subjective evaluation, by using two merits: correlation coefficient and standard deviation.
Here, a new evaluation measure is proposed by Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT). This measure is obtained by calculating the differences between CWT of the original signal and the enhanced signal over three levels: low, medium and high. And then, average of standard deviations is obtained
and C is a mean value. The level determination as 5, 10 and 15 is according to the sampling frequency of the speech signal [16] - [17] . These levels present low, medium and high pass bands of the signal frequency. Thus, the utilizing this measure helps studying the difference between filtered and clean signals via three bands, instead of whole signal overlapped bands.
Applied Speech Enhancement Methods:
In this paper we utilize four published speech enhancement method for studying the performance of WNNEM:
1. Discrete Wavelet Filtration Method (DWFM) This method involves multistage wavelet filtration based on convolution with Reverse Biorthogonal Wavelets [18] . This method is based on filtration the low frequency and high frequency parts separately, without thresholding (cutting) the values, which leads to lose the essential speech information. [19] presented soft thresholding function as follows
Donoho Thresholding Method (DTM) Donoho and Johnstone in
Where k w is the wavelet coefficient, and  is the universal threshold for WT 
Kalmen Filter Method (KFM)
The time-varying Kalman filter is a generalization of the steady-state filter for timevarying systems or LTI systems with nonstationary noise covariance. More about This filter can be found in [20] .
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Method:
In this paper, we use FFBNN for enhanced signal evaluation by comparing with original free of noise signal. The input P matrix contains N columns of wavelet coefficients; each column presents 2500 wavelet coefficients: (7) where N is the column of 2500 wavelet coefficients . To take matching decision, this matrix is given to a FEBNN to be trained with the following binary target for N=9. We simulate the network outputs (the weights and the biases) with enhanced signal to be evaluated, by T_result=sim(net, pt); Now T_result indicates the net output of enhanced signal according to free of noise signal. Now the quality measure is calculated by the distance between T_result and the target.
Results and Discussion:
Tested speech signals were recorded via PC-sound card, with a spectral frequency of 4000 Hz and sampling frequency 16000 Hz, over about 2 sec. time duration. For each speaker, the Arabic expression, which sounds "besmeallahalrahmanalraheem", that means in English "In the Name of God the merciful, the compassionate", was recorded 10 times by each speaker. 4 females and 18 males participated in utterances recording. The recording process was provided in normal university office conditions. The experimental part of this research is introduced by utilizing several objective measures such as CWT d , modified Cepstrum distance
and modified LPC-based log-likelihood ratio The modification is done to make the two measures more suitable for our research. Correlation coefficient and MSE are also used. Table 1 contains objective measures results taken for corrupted signal SNR equal to -4.5366 dB. These results were calculated for four enhancement methods mentioned in section three. We can see clearly the correlation between the conventional objective methods and the proposed method DWFM.
The relation between WNNEM and SNR is presented in table 2. we can see that there is a compatibility between these two measures over four enhancement methods mentioned in section 3. DWFM showed best SNR improvement with best WNNEM (smallest).
In figure 1 we illustrate the relation between WNNEM and correlation coefficient. These results were calculated for seven SNR levels for corrupted signal, vary from -30 dB to 17 dB, for four enhancement methods mention in section 3. The figures illustrate that there are correct relation ship between WNNEM and correlation coefficient, because when correlation coefficient is small then WNNEM as an error is high, but when it is high WNNEM as an error is small.
Conclusions:
In this paper, Wavelet Neural Network Evaluation method is presented. Feed forward back propagation neural network is proposed to train the free of noise signal, and then enhanced signal is simulated to the training output results taken for given target. Four published speech enhancement method for studying the performance of Wavelet Neural Network Evaluation method are utilized. The advantage of this method is the evaluation of different band passes of frequency based on wavelet transform by neural network which is very powerful classification tool. Several objective measures are used to compare the proposed method with. Results proved the validity of the proposed method.
